
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 18/012 

COMPLAINANT E. Norriss 

ADVERTISER Trade Me Limited  

ADVERTISEMENT Digital Marketing 

DATE OF MEETING 10 January 2018 

OUTCOME No Grounds to Proceed 

 
Advertisement: The Trade Me banner advertisement on the auction site 
(www.trademe.co.nz) promoted its “Unwanted Christmas Gifts” page where people could 
list their unwanted gifts on the auction site. The advertisement showed a person displeased 
with their cat purse and bowtie present and a cat lover very pleased to have the items. 
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed.  
 
Complainant, E. Norriss, said: “I wanted to question this ad but there is no option to do it 
via Trademe. I’d like to know what it is they’re advertising on their home page. As a woman 
(who regularly walks around covering up my breasts with an oversize ’cats-eye bowtie’) I just 
can’t figure it out. Is it a guy thing? Are they advertising for secret ’cat video cameras’ which 
you can attach to your cat’s bowtie for the purpose of covert filming? Do cats around NZ 
wear bowties with cat eyes on them? Or is the bosom bowtie / Hugh-Hefner-style cat ear 
hair-slide combo the new summer womens fashion? Or is he just buying some kind of 
creepy cat eye bowtie for his girlfriend for Xmas? Either way I think this ad is creepy and not 
at all what I thought Trademe was about.” 
 
The relevant provisions were Code of Ethics - Basic Principle 4, Rule 4, Rule 5;  
 
The Chair noted the Complainant’s concerns the image of the woman holding the cat purse 
and bowtie was disturbing and it was not clear what it was promoting. 
  
The Chair noted the banner image on the Trade Me website of a man holding out a cat 
purse and cat bowtie was juxtaposed by an image of a woman with an implied cat 
obsession, clutching the items with delight.  The Chair noted the click-through for the image 
linked to Trade Me’s “Unwanted Christmas Gifts” page where people could list their 
unwanted gifts on the auction site.  The Chair said it was a light-hearted advertisement and 
did not encourage inappropriate or illegal behaviour. 
 
The Chair was of the view that when considered the above context, there was nothing in the 
advertisement that offended against generally prevailing community standards or was likely 
to cause serious or widespread offence to most people. The Chair rule the advertisement 
was not in breach of Basic Principle 4 or Rules 4 and 5 of the Code of Ethics and had been 
prepared with a due sense of social responsibility to consumers and society. Accordingly, 
the Chair ruled the complaint had no grounds to proceed. 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint No Grounds to Proceed 
 


